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QUESTION 1

The Data Replication Service replicates data from the master database to local copies of the database on each Session
Manager instance. It is important that the master and local database are synchronized. How would an administrator
check that the databases are synchronized? 

A. Run initDRS 

B. View the Session Manager Security Module status. 

C. Execute the \\'Test Postgres database sanity\\' maintenance test 

D. Check the status of the Replica Group 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

While reviewing the Event Logs on the Session Manager, you notice an ALERT message: (OP_AFW17504) "SIP
firewall white list configuration failed, retaining existing configuration." Which action should you perform when you see
this alert? 

A. Access the SIP firewall white list configuration and verify that the configuration is correct. 

B. Access the SIP firewall configuration and change the RULE log type to none to not have these ALERTS appear in the
EVENT logs. 

C. Access the SIP firewall configuration and Load the ASM Default Configuration. 

D. Disregard these messages as they are sent to the Event Logs and do not generate alarms. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A technician wants to schedule a bulk operation to take place at a convenient time in the future. What are two methods
for scheduling bulk operations? (Choose two.) 

A. # Sh exportUpmUsers.sh -u admin -p adminl23 -t 2013:05:01:12:00:00 

B. # sh exportUpmUsers.sh -u admin -p adminl23 -d 2013:05:01:12:00:00 

C. Navigate to Users > User Management, click \\'More Options\\' and select \\'Import Users\\'. Choose \\'schedule\\' in
the options. 

D. Navigate to Users > User Management, click \\'More Options\\' and select \\'Export Users\\'. Choose \\'schedule\\' in
the options. 

Correct Answer: CD 
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QUESTION 4

An IMS type feature server has been installed by another administrator team. They have also configured session
manager to route all incoming calls for a user to be routed to the new feature server. It appears from running traces and
capturing network traffic that Session does indeed route the User\\'s incoming calls to the feature server, but that the
feature server does not appear to take any action besides returning the request back to Session Manager. Which field
may be incorrectly configured? 

A. Application Handle 

B. Entity Link port 

C. Originating Application Sequence 

D. Terminating Application Sequence 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A technician has been asked to apply an Application Sequence to call made from / to a non-SIP user who does not have
Session Manager Profile. Which sequence describes the steps that should be taken? 

A. Add an Avaya-SIP Communication Address to the user\\'s User Profile. Add a Session Manager Profile to the user\\'s
User Profile. Select appropriate Originating and Terminating Sequences for the user from the options in the new
Session Manager Profile. 

B. Create a new Implicit User rule. Define a number pattern that can be compared with dialed numbers. Select
appropriate Originating and Terminating Sequences to be applied when a match occurs. 

C. Navigate to the list of Application Sequences and select the sequence to apply to the non-SIP user. Add the user\\'s
extension number to the list of associated users. Select appropriate check box options to determine if the sequence
should be applied In originating 

mode, terminating mode or both. 

D. Create a new Non-SIP User Application Sequence Policy. Define the address and location of the non-SIP user.
Select appropriate Originating and Terminating Sequences for the non-sip user from the given options. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

System Manager provides a Dashboard summary for monitoring and validating the health of each Session Manager
instance. What information is not available from the Session Manager Dashboard? 

A. Service State 

B. Security Module status 

C. Entity Monitoring 

D. Managed Bandwidth status 
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Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

Application definitions allow system administrators to define and mange individual applications each with their own
attributes. The definitions allow administrators to add one or more such applications to which of the following? 

A. application programs 

B. application data sets 

C. application sequences 

D. application lists 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

Which component of the Communication Profile can be changed by modifying a user via Communication profile editor? 

A. Communication Address 

B. Session Manager Profile 

C. Endpoint Profile 

D. Messaging Profile 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

A System Manager (SMGR) product administrator needs to perform some routine maintenance on an Avaya product in
their network. Although they can successfully log in to SMGR, they do not have access to the menu they require in the
navigation panel. Which action must be taken? 

A. Make sure that the administrator has been assigned to a suitable group. 

B. Make sure that the administrator is not logged in at a different browser. 

C. Ensure that the administrator\\'s authentication type is set to \\'enterprise\\' so that SMGR can retrieve permissions
from the active directory server. 

D. Check that the administrator has been assigned an appropriate role. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10
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All administrator is instructed to add a Regular Expression to Routing Policy that matches all dialed numbers being with
a 14 and 15 (for example 14000 and 15999, but not 24000). Which two regular expression patterns will match against
such numbers? (Choose Two) 

A. sip: [1\]{1}4*5*[0-9\]{3} 

B. sip: [1\]{1}[4-5\]{1}[0-9][3] 

C. sip: 1[4-5\][0-9\][0-9\] 

D. sip: 1(4/5){1}[0-9]* 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 11

When you upgrade Session Manager you had been using the hardware SM-100, the network connection of the SM-100
must be moved to which port on the Session Manager server? 

A. eth2 port, labeled "2" 

B. eth2 port, labeled "3" 

C. eth0 port, labeled "1" 

D. eth0 port, labeled "0" 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

Which two statements about backing up System Manager (SMGR) product and user profile data are true? (Choose
two) 

A. It is used when moving user details from one SMGR to another SMGR in the Avaya Aura eco- system. 

B. It is made to a file location, either on or off the SMGR server. 

C. It is made to preserve user and other configuration data during a SMGR upgrade. 

D. It is used later when attempting to restore role definitions that may have become corrupted without affecting other
configuration changes made after the backup was taken. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 13

Application definition allows system administrators to define and manage individual applications, each with their own
attributes? The definitions allow administrators to add one or such applications to which of the following? 

A. application programs 
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B. application data sets 

C. application sequences 

D. application lists 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 14

R has started importing a file containing many user records. What will SMGR do if it encounters a record it cannot
import? 

A. It will abort the operation and roll back any successfully imported records from the import file. 

B. Whether SMGR will abort and rollback the operation or continue processing records is entirely configurable. 

C. Whether SMGR will abort or continue processing records is entirely configurable; but you cannot rollback
successfully imported users. 

D. It will continue processing the rest of the import file and collate the failures into a single XML document that can be
retrieved following the import. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

A known and trusted SIP Entity is anticipated to deliver a higher than normal number of SIP messages to session
Manager. Two techniques can be applied to prevent the SIP Firewall dropping or blocking from this trusted SIP Entity.
Which techniques will prevent the SIP Firewall dropping or blocking packets from this trusted SIP Entity? (Choose two.) 

A. Configure the SIP Entity to point to Session Manager\\'s Eth3 NIC. 

B. Configure the SIP Firewall Fast Track group to include the SIP Entity. 

C. Add details of the SIP Entity to the White List. 

D. Increase the Threshold packet count for the SIP Entity. 

Correct Answer: CD 
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